Abstract: Many countries are very active in marine research and operate their own research fleets. In this decade, a number of research vessels have been renewed and equipped with the most modern navigation systems and tools. However, much of the research gear used for biological sampling, especially in the deep-sea, is outdated and dependent on wired operations. The deployment of gear can be very time consuming and, thus, expensive. The present paper reviews wire-dependent, as well as autonomous research gear for biological sampling at the deep seafloor. We describe the requirements that new gear could fulfil, including the improvement of spatial and temporal sampling resolution, increased autonomy, more efficient sample conservation methodologies for morphological and molecular studies and the potential for extensive in situ real-time studies. We present applicable technologies from robotics research, which could be used to develop novel autonomous marine research gear, which may be deployed independently and/or simultaneously with traditional wired equipment. A variety of technological advancements make such ventures feasible and timely. In proportion to the running costs of modern research vessels, the development of such autonomous devices might be already paid off after a discrete number of pioneer expeditions.
Introduction to Challenges
The deep-sea is the largest marine habitat on Earth in terms of geographic coverage [1, 2] , and we know only very little about its biodiversity [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . It comprises continental slope areas down to abyssal plains and hadal troughs. Its sediment, organic carbon availability and faunistic composition differ tremendously with geographic area, geography and tectonics, latitude and productivity regime, currents, depth and age of the environment. Compared to ecosystems with a similarly high biodiversity, such as rain forests and coral reefs, life in the deep-sea is less well known. This is a direct result of the difficulties in accessibility and the often low densities of organisms across all size classes from viruses and microbes via protists to megafauna. These characteristics have led to a fundamental lack of understanding of the community structure of animals living at the deep seafloor. Questions, such as "How many species are there in the oceans?", "What are the geographic ranges of the species?", "Are different 'regions' biogeographically distinct", "What are the ecological and evolutionary drivers that shape biodiversity over days (rapid genomic changes) to millions of years (macro-evolutionary processes), respectively?" and "How is biodiversity linked to deep-sea microbial ecology?" [8] , remain unanswered. It is not well known whether dissimilarities in species composition between samples from adjacent localities represent a true spatial patchiness or whether this heterogeneous faunal composition is simply due to the low abundances of globally-distributed species. The limited number of standardized samples collected within surveys, which are comparable across campaigns and geographical regions, makes it very difficult to extrapolate species richness across large areas or even the entire deep-sea, independently of whether species accumulation or incidence-based statistical estimations are applied. In addition to the largely non-deciphered spatial patterns, not much is known about the deep-sea's temporal faunistic succession, with responses to short-term extreme physicochemical events and long-term climate variation. Such information, however, is needed for a better understanding of evolutionary processes and ecosystem functioning, with these requirements forming the basis for applied research aspects, as well as developing deep-sea conservation and restoration methodologies [9] . The assessment of marine ecosystem goods and services, e.g., their biodiversity, the production of natural resources and oxygen, the sequestration of anthropogenic carbon dioxide and the recycling of nutrients, is increasingly attracting the attention of scientists and stakeholders To better assess these, there is a requirement for a substantial increase of the numbers of replicates and the area sampled from the deep-sea, a requirement that cannot be readily provided with current research gear and infrastructures.
This paper deals with technological aspect of biological sampling in deep-sea research. We describe technological problems, the lack of efficiency and limitations hindering these investigations and outline key concepts that could be developed to overcome these shortcomings.
Modern Research Fleets, but Old Equipment and Gear
Marine research on the high seas and within the deep-sea is performed from various modern research vessels. Many countries worldwide, via their marine research institutions, run extensive research fleets with several vessels providing international and multidisciplinary research. There are many countries that run modern research vessels; we here just mention a few, for example Japan (Jamstec, e.g., Karei, Kaiko, Hakuho Maru), France (Ifremer, e.g., Marion Dufresne, Pourquoi pas? L'Atalante, Thalassa), USA (Scripps, WHOI, e.g., Atlantis, Neil Armstrong), U.K. (NOC, e.g., Discovery, James Cook; BAS, e.g., James Clarke Ross) and Germany (AWI, GEOMAR, IOW, ICBM, e.g., Polarstern, Sonne, Maria S. Merian, Meteor, and others). Of these, the new RV Sonne is currently one of the most modern research vessels. Planning for the renewal of some of these research vessels is ongoing in several countries. The latest research ships are large, efficient and equipped with the most advanced navigation systems and onboard research facilities. However, for deep-sea research, we still depend on gear, such as corers or trawls very similar in design to equipment used during the infancy of deep-sea exploration more than a century ago.
Ocean technology employed in future biological surveys cannot be only autonomous gear, such as Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs), free-falling self-operating systems (bottom landers) with mounted cameras or sensors, or automated trap systems. Expensive manned submersibles are also not capable of addressing the full gamut of biological survey sampling. Remotely-Operated Vehicles (ROVs) are regularly used in marine research and are useful for sampling some areas of the seafloor selectively. However, these devices cannot sample efficiently the large numbers of animals necessary for any comparative biodiversity research of meio-, macro-or megabenthos for systematic, ecologic or evolutionary research. ROVs do not allow true sampling for high spatial resolution analyses of infauna or meio-and macro-epifauna, despite providing visual information on the density and coarse taxonomic composition (especially of mega-epibenthic assemblages), e.g., taking samples each 10 m along a 1000-m transect. Since the early exploration of the deep-sea from research vessels, such as
Challenges of Future Biodiversity Research: Modern Effective and Efficient Time-Saving Gear
For more than a century, marine biologists have sampled the deep-sea bottom fauna with various kinds of towed nets providing semi-quantitative to non-representative samples. Alternatively, grabs provide quantitative samples; however, both kinds of gear (towed nets and grabs) are rather time consuming to deploy and become even more so with increasing ocean depth. Imaging methods applied for more than half a century usually cover larger areas of seafloor, areas which may be of sufficient size, to allow general conclusions on epi-/mega-faunal densities to be drawn, but they do not yield physical samples for precise species identification or for advanced studies on life history traits.
The modern gear that is trawled behind research vessels, such as fine-meshed epibenthic sledges, collects a high number of macro-or megafaunal animals, commonly yielding far in excess of 10,000 invertebrates per expedition [17, 18] . Nevertheless, one deployment of trawled gear, such as an epibenthic sledge, needs long wire times and is therefore very expensive if we consider the ship time and the daily cost of modern research vessels. For example, one deployment of an epibenthic sledge takes about 6 h at 5000 m, 7.5 h at 6000 m, 9 h at 7000 m or 11 h at 8000 m. Often, two deployments are performed per station in order to allow for the collection of replicate material and also for different fixation techniques (e.g., ethanol if samples are to be purposed for later genetic study or formalin for histology). On this basis, we have to calculate an average of 15 h per abyssal deployment, which means 30 h for two epibenthic sledge deployments per station and a minimum 300 h (12.5 days) of ship time at abyssal depths for 10 stations. This equals 625,000 Euros in expenses for ship time (if we roughly consider 50,000 Euros as the daily cost for a modern research vessel) per expedition if only 10 stations are sampled. It must also be taken into account that the expenses rise with increasing depth of deployment (e.g., hadal trenches). For further studies, including DNA sequencing, the material has to be sorted, selected and deep frozen or fixed in ethanol or RNAlater ® solution, which additionally increases the time and costs of sample processing. As a consequence, modern deep-sea biodiversity research urgently requires the development of time-saving gear, which combines the possibilities and capabilities of contemporary gear in use. This new equipment should then be applied in accordance with an advanced sampling design [22, 23] . A higher efficiency of sampling operations ideally includes the potential to increase the number of independent samples taken autonomously during one sampling operation relatively independently from deep-sea wires and thus of the research vessel's time. It also has to selectively or unselectively take samples for in situ real-time studies, including modern genomic and metagenomic approaches. Thus, the only possibility for saving ship time and expenses is to deploy an efficient gear for sampling benthic animals independently from the deep-sea wire. Autonomous sampling at the seafloor can be performed, while other scientific surveys or sampling are continued from the vessel at the same time. In our opinion, the development of novel deep-sea sampling gear is as important as the development of new research vessels and, therefore, has high priority.
State of the Art of Deep-Sea Benthic Research Gear
Traditional sampling of larger quantities of bottom fauna for the study of deep-sea benthic communities is generally rather time consuming. However, sampling methods and sample processing vary in complexity and approach according to the size class of the benthos that is targeted. Of the three size classes that are commonly studied, the mega-, macro-and meiofauna, the megafauna include all epibenthic vertebrates and invertebrates visible to the naked eye or a camera system (>1.5 cm) [24, 25] . The macrofauna is defined as organisms retained on a sieve of usually a 0.25-or 0.3-mm mesh size, while the meiofauna as those organisms retained on 63-, 42-or 32-µm meshes. For molecular work, it is critical to process material quickly before DNA degradation takes place, e.g., in cold 96% precooled ethanol or acetone. However, in some cases, ethanol-fixed samples are rendered useless for morphological analyzes, and formalin-fixed material is needed for morphological studies. Photographs of fresh material comprising entire organisms can be important for identification purposes and must be taken prior to preservation, after which specimens tend to lose their color.
2.1. Wire-Dependent Systems (Corers, Dredges, Epibenthic Sledges, Trawls, ROVs)
Gear typically used for the sampling of larger quantities of benthic deep-sea organisms for systematic, evolutionary or ecological studies is described and partly illustrated by Eleftheriou and McIntyre [12] and Jamieson [22] . Corers are used to sample animals in or on soft sediments. They are mostly regarded as quantitative gear despite the potential loss of material due to the bow-wave effect during deployment [12] . Selected gear being deployed using deep-sea wire is illustrated in Figure 1 .
Quantitative Sampling: Samples of a Defined Surface Area
Standard gears for the collection of meiofauna in unbiased abundance and with intact morphology are the Multicorer (MUC) with 6.2-cm diameter corers or the Megacorer (MC) with a 10-cm diameter, with both MUCs and MCs using a rosette of tubes to collect undisturbed samples of sediment and overlying water. Of the two, the MUC corer is most suitable for meiofauna because of the small surface area sampled. The megacorer is recommended for the collection of sufficient specimens for taxa with lower densities to be identified. Replicates are retrieved from repeated, close proximity deployments. Cores from the same deployment are considered as pseudoreplicates. After measurements of the core lengths, the water is collected over a 32-µm sieve. The cores are processed immediately after retrieval on board, kept cool and, if possible, processed in a cold room at in situ temperature. Virtually undisturbed cores are sliced in vertical layers of 0.5 cm for the upper cm, followed by layers of 1 cm up to 5 cm for biodiversity studies. For ecosystem functioning studies, it is often relevant to analyze the sliced cores from up to a 10-cm depth. The sediment is frozen, fixed in 96% ethanol or borax-buffered formaldehyde to an end concentration of 4%. Filtered seawater is used for the dilution of the formaldehyde. Standard gears for the collection of meiofauna in unbiased abundance and with intact morphology are the Multicorer (MUC) with 6.2-cm diameter corers or the Megacorer (MC) with a 10-cm diameter, with both MUCs and MCs using a rosette of tubes to collect undisturbed samples of sediment and overlying water. Of the two, the MUC corer is most suitable for meiofauna because of the small surface area sampled. The megacorer is recommended for the collection of sufficient specimens for taxa with lower densities to be identified. Replicates are retrieved from repeated, close proximity deployments. Cores from the same deployment are considered as pseudoreplicates. After measurements of the core lengths, the water is collected over a 32-μm sieve. The cores are processed immediately after retrieval on board, kept cool and, if possible, processed in a cold room at in situ temperature. Virtually undisturbed cores are sliced in vertical layers of 0.5 cm for the upper cm, followed by layers of 1 cm up to 5 cm for biodiversity studies. For ecosystem functioning studies, it is often relevant to analyze the sliced cores from up to a 10-cm depth. The sediment is frozen, fixed in 96% ethanol or borax-buffered formaldehyde to an end concentration of 4%. Filtered seawater is used for the dilution of the formaldehyde.
If the sediment permits the employment of a Box Corer (BC), which samples 0.25 m 2 of the seafloor (the Sandia box corer is additionally divided into 10 × 10-cm sub-cores), it should be used for macrofauna collection, as it allows for subsampling with a defined area and gentle handling of the sample when extracting the top sediment layer. An undivided box corer is preferable in sediments with stones (e.g., dropstones from icebergs in polar waters or manganese nodule provinces), sand or over-consolidated clay, the recommended sieve size is 300 μm (250 μm may be used, but coarser is not recommended). For both sampling devices, a pinger or a video camera can be attached to the wire just above the shackle to determine accurately the distance of the gear to the bottom and to verify bottom contact. The latter is difficult to deduce from the wire tension alone, as at great depths, the weight of the wire is considerably higher than that of the gear itself, and large open ocean waves obscure the vibration signal further. If the sediment permits the employment of a Box Corer (BC), which samples 0.25 m 2 of the seafloor (the Sandia box corer is additionally divided into 10ˆ10-cm sub-cores), it should be used for macrofauna collection, as it allows for subsampling with a defined area and gentle handling of the sample when extracting the top sediment layer. An undivided box corer is preferable in sediments with stones (e.g., dropstones from icebergs in polar waters or manganese nodule provinces), sand or over-consolidated clay, the recommended sieve size is 300 µm (250 µm may be used, but coarser is not recommended). For both sampling devices, a pinger or a video camera can be attached to the wire just above the shackle to determine accurately the distance of the gear to the bottom and to verify bottom contact. The latter is difficult to deduce from the wire tension alone, as at great depths, the weight of the wire is considerably higher than that of the gear itself, and large open ocean waves obscure the vibration signal further.
2.1.2. Qualitative Sampling: Samples of Greater Size, but with Undefined Area Coverage At great depths, trawled gear provides extremely useful information on larger species because densities of individual species tend to be very low, but species richness is nonetheless high [26] . As trawled nets of any kind cover a much larger area than a coring device, it is most advisable to use both nets and corers.
Epibenthic sledges collect macrofauna from the upper layer of sediment, the sediment water interface and the overlying water column to 1 m above the bottom. The sledge is towed over a distance defined by standardized time limits. Samples are collected in the cod end of the trawl net, by a sampler that consists of a plastic cup with a 300-µm mesh screen at the sides. If a large amount of sediment is collected, the sample is sieved in a similar fashion to those collected with coring devices. Recently, a Camera-Epibenthic Sledge (C-EBS) especially designed for sampling small epibenthic and supra-benthic fauna of roughly a few millimeters to one centimeter size at any depth and from any substrate was used successfully [17, 18] . The C-EBS is equipped with supra-and epi-benthic samplers possessing plankton nets of 500 µm and a cod end of 300 µm as described by Brandt and Barthel [15] and Brenke [16] . An opening-closing device prevents pelagic fauna from being caught during heaving. The haul distances are calculated using the time and the speed (ship speed with 1 knot and then winch speed with´0.5 m/s), until the C-EBS has left the ground, which is indicated by the tension meter. As the haul length varies, the data are standardized to 1000-m 2 hauls for comparative analysis. The C-EBS is also a carrier for an autonomous digital underwater video and a still camera, with the required energy and control units deployed in situ, as well as the system being equipped with sensors (Seaguard RCM DW) for measuring data on temperature, pressure, conductivity and oxygen concentration [17] . Brattegard and Fosså [27] showed that different hauls of epibenthic sledges repeatedly used to sample a particular station in most cases collect a different selection of fauna because of the patchiness of many species' distributions in the deep-sea and because trawled gear seldom hits the same spot twice when repeating a station. However, this is an important aim of some scientific approaches, especially when biodiversity dynamics is studied over time in monitoring programs. On deck, the complete samples (except freshly-picked material for biochemical analyses) is immediately transferred into chilled (´20˝C) 96% ethanol and kept in a´20˝C freezer for at least 48 h for subsequent DNA studies in order to avoid DNA degradation [28] .
Large and highly motile megafauna are often caught with various trawls (otter trawl, beam trawl or Agassiz trawl), occasionally also with large amounts of sediment, which then has to be sieved either entirely or as a subsample of a standardized size (e.g., 5 L). After photographic documentation of the material and selected specimens or species, morphological and molecular preservation is carried out. In the case of large animals, small pieces of tissue are sufficient for DNA studies (precooled 96% ethanol,´80˝freezing or freeze of tissues using liquid nitrogen) so that the specimen can be used for museum collections. Fixation of large megabenthos is done in a minimum of 4% formaldehyde in seawater (= 10% formalin), buffered in borax. After approximately six months, a transfer of specimens to 70% ethanol, following several washes in freshwater, is recommended.
Optical (Camera-Based) Methods
Most important and essential for statistical analyses of much biodiversity research is data on the absolute abundance of the epifauna. Direct observations of epi-/mega-fauna have been successfully made of deep-sea surveys for more than six decades [29] with these surveys also providing a number of important biological and environmental information. In addition to the density and possibly the biomass (if additionally animals are sampled and weighed), imaging methods provide spatial information on how animals are associated with each other, on selected characteristics of behavior, and they also provide general impressions of the seafloor and of environmental conditions (e.g., grain size, soft, gravel, bedrock). However, imaging methods do not allow a final identification of all observed species and do not provide material for further morphological or genetic identification or analyses of ecological, as well as the physiological status and performance of species or individuals. For the most essential biological information of the occurrence and abundance of target taxa, as well as associated parameters, imaging methods provide results with a high spatial resolution, e.g., for each centimeter of a still photograph or for each meter of a kilometer-long video transect. Cameras have been mounted on trawls and dredges, as well as long-lines and grabs to observe simultaneously the sampling procedure, including the undisturbed areas ahead of the sampling equipment, to assess in situ abundances of epibenthic organisms, as well as the catch efficiency of trawls (for a recent exemplary application, see [30] ). Moreover, stationary observations have been carried out using time lapse cameras combined with baits or traps, which show small-scale processes, e.g., biodiversity succession due to enhanced food availability at different trophic levels, grazers or scavengers [31] . Such videos or composed stills have a pre-defined temporal resolution, e.g., a picture taken each minute by a timer system throughout a long deployment or full video footage over shorter periods. The most important improvements in the past decades have been the increase in the optical resolution of the camera and the underwater spatial positioning of the platforms on which the cameras were mounted, such as the simple towed systems without bottom contact, yo-yo operated devices, submersibles, ROVs, AUVs, glider and crawler and landers (e.g., [32] ). Recently, the new C-EBS [17] was used in order to collect fauna, environmental parameters and video, as well as still photography simultaneously during the complete sampling period at the seabed.
A Sediment Profiling Imagery (SPI) system has proven to be a helpful method in acquiring an impression of the sediment type, the infauna and the sediment-water interface. Several images can be taken during one cast from different locations in a defined area by repeatedly lowering and heaving the device. Thus, information with a relatively high spatial resolution can be provided (e.g., [33] ). The camera system works like an inverted periscope. A prism filled with distilled water is placed in front of the camera lens. This prism is then pushed into soft sediment for 15 to 20 cm. The prism reflects the light from the vertical sediment profile into the lens of a camera. The frame of this system can be outfitted with a surface still photo camera. The system is battery powered in its current state, but real-time observation via a cable is in principle possible. Several sedimentary parameters, such as grain size, degree of oxygenation, layering and biogenic structures (burrows, etc.), presence and thickness of an organic fluff layer on the surface and general flow regime (depositional versus erosional) can be determined from profile images with a specific image analyzer software.
Remotely-Operated Vehicles
Remotely-Operated Vehicles (ROVs) are unmanned, highly maneuverable (if compared to corers or landers) and controlled underwater robots operated from aboard a vessel [34, 35] . They allow surveys to take precise samples and to conduct experiments at the deep seafloor. Although manned submersibles exist that can transport humans to these depths, ROVs are a more compact, portable and practical alternative without any human risk.
ROVs are linked to the ship by a so-called umbilical, i.e., a group of electrical and fiber-optical cables that carry power, high-definition video and data signals back and forth between the vehicle and the control station. ROVs are equipped with a video camera and lights as a minimum payload. Additional equipment is commonly added to expand the vehicle's capabilities. A science ROVs' instrumentation suite may include still and video cameras, manipulators, sonars, magnetometers, water samplers and instruments that measure temperature and other water properties.
Remotely-operated vehicles vary in shape, size and capability depending on their work class. Micro-or mini-class ROVs are small systems able to be transported and deployed by one person without outside help [36] . Micro-and mini-classes are referred to as the "eyeball" class to differentiate them from ROVs that may be able to perform intervention tasks. Intermediate size systems, so-called light work class ROVs, may be able to carry some manipulators. They typically have a maximum working depth of less than 2000 m. Heavy work class ROVs often carry at least two manipulators. Many of these have a working depth up to 6000 m. Together with their monitoring and control equipment, launch and recovery systems, umbilical controls and winches, heavy work class ROVs are a complex array of electrical, electronic, hydraulic and mechanical systems.
ROVs can be maneuvered precisely with their thrusters (propellers). Through their eyes (cameras), the manipulators (hands) can be used to select and recover small, delicate objects more precisely than any other sampling system. Scientists can see the undisturbed area from where samples are selectively taken, providing them with a better understanding of habitats and structures. Complex in situ experiments can be achieved maintaining the environmental conditions and minimizing sample damage caused by their transfer to the surface [37] .
Several scientific ROVs have tool-drawers, i.e., metal frames that are bolted underneath the main body of the ROV, outfitted for various missions. By putting most of the discipline-specific tools on the tool-sled, it is easy to switch the tools out, e.g., from a biology dive to a geology dive, which minimizes the turnaround time between dives. For instance, scientists studying the delicate animals in the water column may use a suction sampler ("slurp gun") that transfers animals into a storage container, while scientists studying the ocean floor might use push cores, i.e., plastic tubes that are pushed into the seafloor to pull out samples of the sediment for further study.
Untethered Autonomous Systems (i.e., Bottom Lander, Crawler Systems, Autonomous Underwater Vehicles)
The conventional approach in deep-sea studies is to collect samples, to recover them and to make observations and analyses on board the research vessel or later at the home lab. However, because of artifacts induced when samples are subjected to changes in hydrostatic pressure and (often) temperature during transfer to the surface, accurate data from the deep-sea are difficult, if not impossible to obtain. For many research questions, it is therefore preferable to carry out observations, experiments and measurements in situ. Such studies can be conducted using stationary and mobile systems. "Bottom landers" provide the opportunity to conduct stationary work at the seafloor, while crawlers combine the capability of conducting measurements and experimental work at the bottom with the ability to (within limits) vary the area of investigations. Preprogrammed Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUV) are typically used to cover larger areas in upper water layers or above the seafloor with measuring and recording devices or camera systems ( Figure 2 ). 
Lander Systems
A bottom lander can be deployed from vessels of any size and is an unmanned vehicle that falls to the seafloor unattached to any cable, subsequently operating autonomously at the bottom. The type of lander system to be deployed depends on a number of factors, including the number of instruments to be carried, how deep in the ocean it needs to go and how long it needs to stay there [38] . A typical bottom lander consists of two sections: a buoyant upper section, which contains the instruments and sensors, and a heavy lower section, which keeps the lander on the seabed. At 
A bottom lander can be deployed from vessels of any size and is an unmanned vehicle that falls to the seafloor unattached to any cable, subsequently operating autonomously at the bottom. The type of lander system to be deployed depends on a number of factors, including the number of instruments to be carried, how deep in the ocean it needs to go and how long it needs to stay there [38] . A typical bottom lander consists of two sections: a buoyant upper section, which contains the instruments and sensors, and a heavy lower section, which keeps the lander on the seabed. At the end of the deployment, ballast weights are released pre-programmed or on acoustic command, and the lander ascends to the surface by its floatation.
Bottom landers are used as platforms for various in situ measurements at the seafloor; their specific payload or scientific module is determined by the scientific measurement or experiment. The platforms are typically deployed in the conventional free-fall mode, where the lander is released from the vessel at the sea surface [39] . However, many scientific objectives addressing specific morphological features, such as cold seeps, mud volcanoes or particular benthic communities, require a targeted and smooth lander deployment. For these requirements, launching devices connected to the ship's coaxial or hybrid fiber optical cable are used to lower the bottom lander. The launcher carries the telemetry, cameras, lights and an electric release to separate the lander from the launcher on command [40] .
Some bottom landers are designed to release data capsules at specific time intervals to send information back to the laboratory using a satellite telemetry system. The data capsules itself may be lost, but these systems eliminate the need to use a ship for data recovery, the cost of which may far outweigh the cost of replacing the lost equipment [41] . An example of an autonomous seafloor vehicle, a combination of a central lander and a mobile robot, is presented in Figure 3 . This robot system is in a final stage of development and will start operations in the deep-sea in 2017 [42] . outweigh the cost of replacing the lost equipment [41] . An example of an autonomous seafloor vehicle, a combination of a central lander and a mobile robot, is presented in Figure 3 . This robot system is in a final stage of development and will start operations in the deep-sea in 2017 [42] . 
Crawler Systems
Environmental conditions within sensitive seafloor ecosystems, such as cold seep and hot vent provinces or cold-water coral reefs, vary temporally and spatially over a range of scales. They are regularly monitored via short periods of intense ship-borne activity or low resolution, fixed location studies by lander systems. In recent years, cabled research infrastructures have enabled sensor packages to receive power and transmit data from exploration sites in real time. By attaching mobile robots to these cabled networks, the investigation of spatial and temporal variability in environmental data is a possibility [43, 44] . The mobility of robots is a vital element for research missions: they can explore a region, increasing the science return from the deployment and adding a spatial element to the collected data, in contrast to fixed location static landers. Two main mobile concepts have thus far been developed: a wheel-based system for extended deep-sea missions and a caterpillar system for high resolution small surface region exploration (up to 1 km 2 ) in the deep-sea. In both cases, sufficient on-board intelligence for path planning and determining the best trajectory to follow is needed. Semi-autonomous or Internet-controlled crawler systems are the first step 
Environmental conditions within sensitive seafloor ecosystems, such as cold seep and hot vent provinces or cold-water coral reefs, vary temporally and spatially over a range of scales. They are regularly monitored via short periods of intense ship-borne activity or low resolution, fixed location studies by lander systems. In recent years, cabled research infrastructures have enabled sensor packages to receive power and transmit data from exploration sites in real time. By attaching mobile robots to these cabled networks, the investigation of spatial and temporal variability in environmental data is a possibility [43, 44] . The mobility of robots is a vital element for research missions: they can explore a region, increasing the science return from the deployment and adding a spatial element to the collected data, in contrast to fixed location static landers. Two main mobile concepts have thus far been developed: a wheel-based system for extended deep-sea missions and a caterpillar system for high resolution small surface region exploration (up to 1 km 2 ) in the deep-sea. In both cases, sufficient on-board intelligence for path planning and determining the best trajectory to follow is needed. Semi-autonomous or Internet-controlled crawler systems are the first step towards this new development. They are designed as a universal sensor transporting system for the temporal and spatial exploration of most regions of deep ocean floor. In addition to collecting a unique high resolution temporal dataset on environmental parameters, such as methane concentration, temperature, conductivity, turbidity, chlorophyll concentration and flow conditions, the vehicles have collected image data on faunal abundance, features and behavior [44] . The robot technology allows high mobility in terrain of medium roughness and may carry payloads of up to 120 kg without intense sediment penetration. A mobile system can also move to other areas of the seafloor. Such a teleoperated version of a mobile seafloor robot with a 70 m-long umbilical is connected to a junction box of the Ocean Networks Canada project (ONC) at a 870-m water depth in Barkley Canyon in the Northeast Pacific ( [43] ; Figure 2D ). The crawler has been in operation since 2010 [44, 45] . Maintenance work and exchange of the robot occurs once every 12 to 18 months. The autonomous versions of these mobile robots should be able to return to a central station, equipped with enough battery power to recharge the crawler to allow multiple missions (Figure 3 ). Two prototypes of these new intelligent "iCrawlers" are in the final stage of development within the Robotic Exploration of Extreme Environments (ROBEX) project [42] and will be deployed off Svalbard in 2016 and 2017.
A prerequisite of autonomous operations in a mobile system is the ability to perform navigation. This can be split into localization, mapping and control of the vehicle. Additional behaviors, such as exploration, coverage, obstacle avoidance and scientific sampling are built on top of this. These behaviors need to be managed to assure consistency with the state of the system and to sequence them according to the mission description. This ROBEX iCrawler can either work fully autonomously or in connection with any cabled observatory to carry out pre-determined autonomous operations with real-time data supply. Then, the crawler can monitor and study an area of sediment surface proportional to the length of its umbilical cable.
A fully autonomous iCrawler is equipped with lithium polymer accumulators (24 V/80 Ah) and follows pre-determined missions on the seafloor, creating baseline maps with video-mosaics from the environment and geo-referencing all incoming sensor data to create one GIS map. The crawler will automatically avoid obstacles on the seafloor. A typical monitoring mission will last 0.5 to one years. During these missions, which allow one to cover 0.2 to 1 km 2 of seafloor, all data will be stored and retrieved after recovery of the instrument or during ROV maintenance. On demand, an emergency ascent through the water column with subsequent contact of the operational center allows the crawler to react on environmental incidents which demand a fast response. A final development stage is reached when an iCrawler can return to a central station/junction box for data transmission and energy supply (Figure 3 ).
Autonomous Underwater Vehicles
Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) are cable-less systems that can operate independently from the research vessel (though being deployed from it). These can be used for a wide range of different research questions. Since there are a large number of different AUVs and AUV concepts, only a few important systems are described in the following sections and illustrated in Figure 4 . Figure 5 presents the spatial and temporal coverage of different sampling devices.
Autonomous . Spatial and temporal coverage of different sampling devices. This denotes the different design aspects of sampling systems: for example, a lander can be applied for long-term monitoring, but in situ. An AUV, on the other hand, can cover large areas, but has to be manually deployed/re-programmed, reducing its long-term capabilities. The target should be long-term large-scale sampling capability.
The differences in shape, weight, depth-rating, endurance and instrumentation directly reflect the different application scenarios for which AUV vehicles were designed. A common ground for all systems is their autonomy, meaning they have sensors, computation, energy and mobility on-board and can be used without external monitoring for some length of time.
For example, the SeaBED AUV class was developed by the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution in the early years of the millennium and has since then been put to extended use. An AUV, on the other hand, can cover large areas, but has to be manually deployed/re-programmed, reducing its long-term capabilities. The target should be long-term large-scale sampling capability.
For example, the SeaBED AUV class was developed by the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution in the early years of the millennium and has since then been put to extended use. Specifically designed as a vehicle for close-range tasks, such as side-scan bathymetry and visual bathymetry [46] , it was a new approach in the mid-size AUV class. Its extensive sensor suite, as well as excellent roll stability makes it the ideal vehicle for tasks that require detailed data of small underwater areas, such as underwater archeology [47] . This AUV class is used extensively by a number of laboratories world-wide, including the National Sun Yat-Sen University in Taiwan and the Australian Center for Field Robotics at the University of Sydney.
The "Dagon" AUV was designed and built as a scientific AUV for visual mapping and localization by DFKI-RIC in 2009 [48] as part of the CUSLAM-project, funded by the German Federal Ministry of Economics and Technology according to a resolution of the German Bundestag. The main goals in the design were to provide a platform for conducting experiments in the area of visual mapping and localization. Its high quality stereo camera system acts as the main sensor system for this application and is supplemented by the internal Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and pressure sensors. Using visual odometry and SLAM approaches, a map of the seafloor and the vehicles trajectory over the seafloor is generated. In order to validate the measurements made by this visual approach to mapping and localization, the complete additional navigation instrumentation available (Long-Baseline-Localization (LBL), Doppler Velocity Log (DVL), Fiber-Optic Gyroscope (FOG)) allows a second independent measurement to be recorded. This second measurement can then be used as a ground-truth for judging the quality of the visually generated data [49] . Dagon is a hovering AUV; it does not rely on forward movement to keep its current depth. This makes actuation more complex, but enables unique maneuverability in a wide range of environments. Dagon's six thrusters give it five degrees of freedom; only the roll axis cannot be actively controlled. This last axis is kept passively stable by the catamaran shape of the vehicle. The stereo camera system is mounted in the two heads of the AUV, which offer a 180˝range of tilt. Together with the hovering capability, this enables not only seafloor mapping, but ship-hull inspection or even under-ice mapping/localization. The camera system is capable of recording four hours of uncompressed HD (1920ˆ1080) video at 30 FPS; from both cameras simultaneously. Combining extremely sensitive CCDs in the cameras with large-aperture (F = 1.4) wide-angle (64˝in water) lenses creates precise and feature-rich underwater imagery.
The AUV has a nominal operating time of six to ten hours, which may vary with the type of mission. It can either be used as a completely autonomous vehicle, with the only communication available being the low-bandwidth acoustic modem, or together with a fiber-optic cable for telemetry. Using this cable, a hybrid ROV-mode is also possible, where control is done by a human operator or a control station on shore. An overview of the instrumentation of the vehicle is given in Table 1 .
The AUV "Leng" has been developed for a very special requirement: fit through a hole as small as possible while maintaining a very high standard of instrumentation, endurance, mobility and reliability. This requirement stems from the mission profile, where the AUV is to be transported to its destination below a closed surface of ice by an ice-shuttle system ( Figure 6 ). This should enable exploration of the Antarctic ice-shelf, but also a mission to Jupiter's moon Europa and its ocean enveloped by a thick layer of ice could be imagined. The work on the AUV Leng and the ice-shuttle is part of the Europa-Explorer project, funded by the German Federal Ministry of Economics and Technology (BMWi). Figure 6 . Ice-shuttle-system, which has been designed as a transport system, as well as a docking station for an AUV. The thermal melting head melts a hole into the ice, allowing the whole device to pass through. After penetration into liquid water, the ice-anchor holds the ice-shuttle in place, while the lower section unfolds for vehicle localization and docking. The AUV (contained in the payload bay) is then released into the water.
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Improved Spatial and Temporal Resolution
The aim in overcoming the limited storage capacity of benthic sampling devices is to reach higher spatial and temporal resolutions of biodiversity information than is so far feasible. This will allow the answering of important questions on the origin, maintenance and fate of deep-sea biodiversity. For this purpose, a nested design, e.g., consisting of a grid of hexagonal plots, has been proposed, since the equidistant nature between a maximum of samples minimizes statistical bias due to spatial autocorrelation and can, thus, provide results being representative for a defined area. Such a design, however, can easily exceed a sample size of 100 samples [50] , (constraints [23] ). If such a standardized sampling design is applied to different deep-sea regions of the world and true faunistic comparisons are feasible, it would be possible to decipher the colonization and evolution of all size classes of organisms in the deep-sea. Such a sampling design could uncover whether the deep-sea is a source of species that originated in this environment in situ or whether species colonized the deep from the adjacent slopes [51] . It could also help to answer the question of whether a long-term biodiversity-productivity relationship exists in a generally highly food-limited deep-sea system [52] . Moreover, the responses of the fauna, for example by elasipod holothurians, to short-term food-flux events to the seafloor (e.g., [53] ) could be monitored. Such a sampling design would also uncover species turnover, as well as the degree of isolation of stations or deep-sea basins. The present-day numbers of deep-sea samples and their limited spatial coverage hampers our understanding of patterns and processes in this vast environment [54] . However, not only the spatial, but also the temporal resolution in deep-sea biodiversity could be very much improved. Since the introduction of time-lapse cameras to deep-sea research, we know that some ecological processes are more variable in space and time (and operate on swifter timescales) than was anticipated. Such processes include the discrete food input to the seafloor events and its subsequent consumption by grazers, of food falls attracting a succession of representatives of various feeding types, including scavengers (for a new technical development, see [55, 56] ). For such applications, event-triggered cameras can be used to better record these ongoing and unpredictable processes. A larger spatial and, alternatively, temporal coverage and resolution of the availability of food for grazers could be achieved by applying the hyperspectral imaging method [57] . It might be necessary to modify the existing "Hypersub" system developed for studies on microphytobenthos in intertidal habitats to lander-or crawler-based deep-sea applications focusing on phytodetritus. Vents and seeps exhibit a very fragile and variable nature in physical conditions, but also in regard to the origin, climax and extinction of the outflow of gas. In general, the behavior of any mobile epifauna and megafauna could be studied comprehensively and in detail by event-triggered camera systems. All such observations could contribute to a much better understanding of the functioning of the deep-sea ecosystem, which is essential for an efficient conservation planning and management in a time of increasing exploitation of natural and mineral resources.
A higher efficiency of direct observations could be obtained if the area covered by a camera system could be enlarged without reducing optical resolution. This would demand the development of new photo-sensor chips in combination with a better illumination of the seabed. The problem of how to best cover a larger area can also be addressed by camera systems scanning the sea floor. The main problem with these systems, however, is still water diffraction, which cannot yet easily be overcome by technology. Another advance in the efficiency of imaging systems for investigating seafloor fauna is not necessarily linked to the in situ deployments. Approaches using semi-or completely automatic analyses of image data are still in their infancy and face problems of false species identification, especially of organisms with a non-unique shape [56, 58, 59] . Computer-aided image processing can help to measure the size of single key organisms and the velocity of their movements or aspects of their physiological performance, such as the physical, observable "pumping" of filter feeders. It can also provide new insights into the benthic ecosystem of the deep-sea, when 3D images are provided, which allow the observer to study single specimens and species associations from any angle and at any chosen distance.
GOOS (Global Ocean Observing System) including DOOS (Deep Ocean Observing Strategy) is a permanent global system for observations, modeling and analysis of marine and ocean variables to support operational ocean services worldwide (http://www.ioc-goos.org/). Development of improved spatial and temporal monitoring of species and efficient, long-term observations of the environment of the Southern Ocean ecosystems is a priority of the Southern Ocean Observing System (SOOS; http://www.soos.aq/). All of these observation systems have used mainly physical parameters or phytodetritus availability at the deep-sea floor; however, monitoring of all size classes (meiofauna, protists, microbes) of deep-sea ecosystems at different spatial and temporal scales are to date lacking. In the following chapter, we hypothesize a process of eliminating sampling limitations and pave the way for necessary developments of gear for the next decades.
Increased Autonomy, Deployment Independent from a Deep-Sea Wire
Here, we propose to solve the problem of limitation by developing novel marine sampling technology, combining traditional and new approaches (Figure 7 ), which besides intermediate financial requirements, demands an estimated time span of five to 15 years of development. The sampling concept is generally applicable to all size fractions of biological samples ranging from microbes to macrobenthos to all feeding types and selected environmental parameters The aim is to exceed the actual frequency of currently collected samples many times or even by orders of magnitudes, which is demanded by many biodiversity research approaches. Such progress cannot be reached by increasing numbers of deployments of currently-used standard sampling devices because of the principally limited ship's time. The underwater sampling platform could be an intermediate-sized untethered crawler to be deployed and recovered from a research vessel. It preferably fulfills an a priori programmed mission carried out autonomously by automatic propulsion over a defined period of time and pre-defined area, e.g., sediment cores in the above-mentioned sampling design or simply randomly along a straight line. The crawler should be programed to take samples with corers or suckers at pre-defined locations. To allow sampling at a relatively high number of such locations, the volume of such samples must be reduced in volume immediately after the catch to the necessary minimum, especially in the case of large macrobenthic organisms. This is required especially in the case of the macrobenthos comprising the infauna, ranging from large nematodes to polychaetes, and the mobile hyperbenthic fraction, such as crustaceans. Thus, the samples must be washed or sieved in situ and cleaned from the sediments immediately after the catch. For the larger epibenthos, like sponges or holothurians, we propose a selective sampling. Videos and stills of the sampling procedure will be recorded to check during the data analysis a correct treatment of the sample. Based on a program-controlled decision, the entire specimen will be sampled or pieces of a large specimen are to be taken, e.g., a piece can be cut off or punched out. Such an operation demands a decision by the computer system of which cutting tool is to be used. Even the option must be considered to carry out non-invasive in situ DNA analyses by touching the skin as soon as such technology is principally developed. Videos and stills of the sampling procedure will be recorded to check a correct treatment of the sample later. Both types of samples, the non-selective eventually cleaned and the selected material can be further treated in either of two ways. Firstly, they may be preserved and stored in separate containers until the entire platform is recovered, in which case the storage capacity would be the major limiting factor for the entire operation of the crawler. Secondly, the samples may be genetically analyzed by an in situ lab to identify all species sampled; after discarding the sample "only", digital genetic and environmental data, as well as images would be stored. Similarly to the biological samples, biogeochemical parameters of the bottom-near water layer and of the sediment can be analyzed. Both data and reference samples can be released from the platform to the sea surface in containers, eventually triggered by the research vessel being ready to recover them. If only data and not true samples are collected from in situ analyses and the data storage medium is released to the sea surface, data could be transmitted through satellites independently of the ships' operation. Such an approach would allow long-term operations, which are not limited by the storage capacity, and the risk of losing data is minimized. A further step of development should expand the in situ analyses of samples, which would allow the study of aspects of functional diversity, e.g., those related to feeding preferences and reproduction biology. Such missions demand totally new technical approaches, such as automatic dissection of individuals, as well as recording, automatic microscopy and additional biochemical analyses, such as isotope and C:N analyses. Even if not all of these applications can be realized within the next years, it is urgently necessary to pave the way now for difficult developments over the next decades. Hypothesized workflow from a sampling platform carrying out an a priori programmed mission, including routine measurements of environmental variables, such as water mass characteristics and small-scale bottom topography (turquoise). The concept can comprise: en route sampling (pink); event-triggered sampling with en route observations (green); genetic and other biological and biogeochemical analyses with surfacing of data saved in a data container (beige); preservation and surfacing of samples (blue). For a further description, see Section 3.2.
In Situ Genomic and Metagenomic Analyses
Deep-sea sediments contain large amounts of DNA that represent a molecular repository for all groups of organisms living in the open ocean. The concentration of DNA at the deep-sea floor can be very high, reaching 0.3 g•m −2 [60, 61] . The stable abiotic conditions at the deep-sea bottom, including low temperature, great pressure and small disturbance, enhance DNA preservation [62] . The eukaryotic DNA recovered from the subsurface deep-sea sediment samples was dated back to 32.5 ka in the case of abyssal plains in the South Atlantic [63] and 125 ka in the eastern Mediterranean sapropels [64] .
Environmental DNA (eDNA) present in the marine sediments is either extracellular, i.e., consisting of free molecules attached to the clay or sand grains, or intracellular, originating from Figure 7 . Hypothesized workflow from a sampling platform carrying out an a priori programmed mission, including routine measurements of environmental variables, such as water mass characteristics and small-scale bottom topography (turquoise). The concept can comprise: en route sampling (pink); event-triggered sampling with en route observations (green); genetic and other biological and biogeochemical analyses with surfacing of data saved in a data container (beige); preservation and surfacing of samples (blue). For a further description, see Section 3.2.
Deep-sea sediments contain large amounts of DNA that represent a molecular repository for all groups of organisms living in the open ocean. The concentration of DNA at the deep-sea floor can be very high, reaching 0.3 g¨m´2 [60, 61] . The stable abiotic conditions at the deep-sea bottom, including low temperature, great pressure and small disturbance, enhance DNA preservation [62] .
The eukaryotic DNA recovered from the subsurface deep-sea sediment samples was dated back to 32.5 ka in the case of abyssal plains in the South Atlantic [63] and 125 ka in the eastern Mediterranean sapropels [64] .
Environmental DNA (eDNA) present in the marine sediments is either extracellular, i.e., consisting of free molecules attached to the clay or sand grains, or intracellular, originating from living microbial or meiofauna-sized organisms, cell debris, tissue fragments, cysts or eggs [65] . The eDNA surveys of deep-sea eukaryotic diversity show that up to 50% of DNA sequences may come from species living in the water column [66] . The eDNA was extensively used to explore the phylogenetic diversity of deep-sea microbial species [8, [67] [68] [69] and to study their distribution at micro- [70] or macro-spatial levels [71] . The eDNA was also used to assess the environmental impact of the Deep Water Horizon oil spill on deep-sea microbial and meiofaunal communities [72] .
Until now, all deep-sea eDNA surveys have been based on analyses of sediment samples processed on deck. However, rapid development of molecular techniques prompts the search for "eco-genomic sensors" that would allow the detection and analysis of the genetic diversity in situ [73, 74] . A Deep-water Environmental Sensor Processor (D-ESP) was successfully deployed for in situ quantitative PCR detection of methanotrophic bacterial species in a methane-rich mound in the Santa Monica Basin [75] . The advantage of autonomous systems, such as D-ESP, is to provide information about the presence and abundance of particular species or genes in real time. The D-ESP was developed for analyzing particles in filtered seawater, and a similar system could possibly detect the presence of sediment-dwelling species in situ. Very useful would be the development of devices that would allow preserving eDNA directly at the bottom of the sea, in order to avoid its degradation during the long transportation of the samples from the abyssal depths to the surface.
Single components of the proposed technical and scientific concepts are already available and are successfully used for different purposes in marine or terrestrial research. Others resemble concepts developed to find and analyze extra-terrestrial life on the surface or in sub-glacial habitats of other planets and their moons. The exchange of experiences on their reliability of the development and application of similar technology in different environments can be of benefit for both purposes.
Applicable Technologies from Robotics
Mobility
A key requirement for allowing larger spatial coverage for sampling is the ability to have mobility of the sampling device and the support infrastructure. One important aspect in this context is that the vehicle is self-propelled and independent of a ship. The mobility technology can take a number of forms depending on the location and role of the vehicle. It is necessary to differentiate between mobility on the surface, in the water column and on the seafloor.
Sea surface mobility for autonomous operations is important for providing access to communication devices (e.g., satellites) and renewable power sources, like solar power. Classical mobility concepts like boats can also be used on the surface. However, fully-self-sufficient mobility based on external power sources is not always feasible, depending on water current and sea state. An interesting concept is the use of wave power for propelling and station keeping wave gliders [76] , which have the ability to travel anywhere on the water surface while producing a surplus of power.
Mobility in the water column is largely dominated by the mature technologies of self-propelled vehicles. The shape of the hull is quite important in this respect, as the water resistance has a huge impact on the efficiency of the system. Vehicles are normally either optimized for efficiency and speed or maneuverability. The faster systems require a forward velocity in order to steer and, thus, have difficulties in holding a specific position or travelling slowly. Hovering-type systems are able to do this, but are much less energy efficient; in recent years, a number of systems have emerged that do not use rotating propellers. Gliders change their buoyancy and use their aquadynamic properties to gain forward motion [77] , while certain bio-inspired systems mimic the locomotion of fish [78] .
While mobility in the water column can operate in all three dimensions, mobility on the seafloor is limited to two. The advantage of keeping to the seafloor is that a force transfer with the ground makes it much easier to hold a specific position, even when exposed to strong currents or also to be able to completely switch off the system to conserve power. For benthic research, precise sampling has to be performed, which is only possible when in direct contact with the sediment. The modes of locomotion can be transferred from terrestrial applications. There are examples for wheeled [79] , tracked [44] , legged [80] or leg-wheel hybrid systems [81] .
Navigation-Bathymetry, Mapping
Underwater localization can be categorized by the type of sensor used. Three main types are common: dead-reckoning, acoustic localization and visual localization.
Dead-Reckoning
Dead reckoning is a method for localization that only relies on vehicle-internal sensors. Classical dead-reckoning uses time measurement, the vehicle's orientation and an estimate of speed to calculate a vehicle's current position. While time and orientation can be measured easily enough (compass or AHRS), vehicle speed is more complicated and usually estimated using a Pitot-tube, which measures the vehicle's speed relative to its surrounding water [82] .
Acoustic Localization
Acoustic localization can be considered the current standard in underwater robotics. In addition to the basic dead-reckoning senor as described above, a DVL sensor is included. A DVL measures speed over ground by measurement of the Doppler shift of an acoustic signal, which bounces off the sea floor. Properly used, this can provide a very good estimate of speed-over-ground for the dead-reckoning filter, resulting in an acoustic dead-reckoning. The drawback of this approach is the necessity to remain in proximity to the sea floor, since a DVL does not have unlimited range (usually 10 to 500 meters, depending on the device). While usually more stable than pure dead-reckoning, the restriction of un-bound long-term error is still relevant. In order to remedy this, beacon-based localization is included in the localization setup. A beacon-based localization device uses triangulation to measure the position of a mobile transponder relative to three or more stationary transponders (respectively, one stationary transponder for Ultra-Short Base-Line (USBL)). Depending on the distance of the stationary transponders, these systems are called LBL, SBL or USBL systems (Long Base-Line, Short Base-Line or Ultra-Short Base-Line). The individual techniques differ mostly in complexity of set-up and accuracy [83, 84] . While requiring prior setup and line-of-sight during missions, these systems provide drift-free localization information. This information is usually less accurate than necessary for precision missions, but it is accurate enough to provide an upper bound for the long-term error when used in conjunction with a (acoustic) dead-reckoning system.
Visual Localization
In visual underwater localization, a camera system provides localization data. These data can be either used as the sole source for localization or in combination with dead-reckoning or acoustic data. Most important is SLAM, where an upper boundary to the localization error is maintained by recognizing previously-surveyed areas.
Eustice [85] described underwater-visual navigation and introduced the concept of VAN (Visually-Aided Navigation). In this approach, the camera attached to the AUV helps to improve its navigation capabilities.
Mahon et al. [86] describe a VAN-based approach using a stereo-vision system for loop closure hypothesis formation and matching in a post-processing approach. Richmond [87] describes an approach for navigation and mosaicking; however, most information for the localization originates from vehicle sensors, like DVL and FOG.
Autonomous Systems
Most currently-deployed autonomous systems (AUVs, autonomous benthic crawlers) can independently execute a single mission, but will then be retrieved, recharged and re-programmed manually. For a persistent autonomy scenario, all of these tasks will have to be executed autonomously, as well. With current technology, this requires a docking-station (no long-term energy system available, no broadband communication for underwater scenarios available). For such a mission, the behavior of the system needs to be reliable additionally to the navigation system. When a problem occurs that may hinder or prevent the autonomous system from returning to the docking station, the device must decide on its own how to handle this situation without the possibility of human intervention. This is an important difference to robotic missions on Mars, for example, where there is the possibility for humans to intervene at least via (delayed) radio communication when a problem occurs.
For a practical long-term autonomous system, this would only be possible while it is physically connected to the docking station. Therefore, the system must always be able to find a way to return to the docking station, to upload the data collected, which would otherwise be lost, and possibly ask a human for help. This requires a constant monitoring of system states, actuator commands and sensor values to detect anomalies or faults in the first place. The handling of the detected problem could then be done depending on the kind of problem either with predefined solutions (e.g., using other sensors to compensate for a faulty one) or using learning algorithms [88] .
Sensor Processing
The automatic processing of sensor readings is an important aspect for performing autonomous operations for benthic research. This is for two reasons: (1) many of the sensors, such as cameras, produce a large amount of data, and recording this data in high resolution over the timespan of years might not be feasible; (2) when performing sampling operations, usually the amount of samples that can be taken is limited; areas or objects worth sampling need to be identified.
A number of activities have been researched in the area of image processing, pattern recognition and AI (Artificial Intelligence). Especially in the area of space robotics, autonomous science has extensive previous work with running examples on Mars rovers [89] , and transfer potential to the underwater area [90] .
Manipulation: Sampling
In order to perform sampling operations or to handle samples or sensor deployment, manipulation capabilities are required. The current state of the art in underwater manipulation is mainly focused on heavy-duty operations with hydraulic arms and end effectors. These manipulators are likely not suitable, and there is a need for electric manipulators with finer position and force control. The end effectors are also very important, when it comes to sampling or general handling of underwater structures. Current manipulator systems installed on ROVs, for example, only provide visual feedback and simple position-based automation. This is problematic when handling macrofauna or when work is performed under low visibility conditions. New concepts for haptic feedback manipulation devices [91] are interesting prospects, and force-controlled manipulation is already state of the art in terrestrial robotics.
Energy Supply
For long-term deployment of ship-independent systems, the question of energy supply arises. In principle, batteries can be used for a large number of applications. Current lithium polymer cells have an energy density of up to 200 Wh/kg. However, larger batteries increase the size and cost of the device and provide additional logistical challenges due to safety regulations. Looking for additional sources of energy is vital for continuous long-term operation. Fuel cells provide one way to improve the power density for larger systems, but ultimately have similar problems to batteries. A reliable source of power is on the surface in the form of solar power. Wind and wave power are also a viable option, but in the area of electric power generation, solar is a more mature technology and easier to handle, especially in the absence of moored structures. Most power sources that can be extracted from the water column, such as the utilization of temperature gradients in black smokers, are mostly local in scope and difficult to harvest. Transporting solar power down to the seafloor mirrors the way the ecosystem is transporting energy to the seafloor.
Swarm Systems
While mobile autonomous systems already provide the possibility to cover larger areas for sampling, they are still punctual in terms of sampling density. For dense sampling of water column and benthic processes, robot swarms could provide a technical solution. Small and inexpensive sensors could be deployed to perform monitoring and sampling of large areas simultaneously. In this way, biological processes could be tracked more precisely at spatial scales. To make swarm systems economical, small and inexpensive systems must be used, possibly functional 3D printing could be a promising area for future advances in this field. Small systems with, e.g., lab on chip sensors would be able to perform dense sampling of large areas. However, while the prospect sounds promising, there are a number of challenges to tackle before swarm systems are viable. Energy supply is much more critical for smaller systems and infrastructure components, such as communication and processing, need to be multiplied between the systems. Ecological aspects should also be taken into account. For example, littering the seas with robot probes is likely not a sustainable solution. Research is urgently needed to improve the applicability of underwater swarms to monitoring and sampling.
Vision: Real-Time Monitoring, In Situ Science
How a future real-time monitoring, in situ science system could look is presented in the following scenario ( Figure 8 ). The objective is to explore and monitor an area that is difficult to access with minimal intervention and external control. The proposed system would consist of three components: a platform at the seafloor (lander) with a sampling and analysis system, an AUV ensuring the exploration and transport and a station with surface access.
The lander has a number of special requirements for integration into the system: besides the ability to sample and analyze, it also needs to be able to act as a docking station for a crawler system and the exploration AUV. For the latter purpose, a docking adapter is mounted on top, which enables the AUV to find the lander, dock with it and transfer data and energy. A variable-buoyancy engine completes the requirements: it needs to be dimensioned so it can render the lander neutrally buoyant for relocating the entire platform.
The AUV is a multi-role vehicle: it needs to be able to localize and dock with the surface station, as well as the lander. It must have an extended energy capacity, as well as navigation (USBL, IMU, DVL, cameras) and analyses sensors (cameras, dissolved oxygen, CTD, water sampling and analysis). The surface station should be able to provide power and communication through a docking interface, and be able to communicate with the involved scientists.
While the surface-based elements can use GPS for navigation, long-range navigation of the submerged elements is performed using dead-reckoning and can be aided by water current profilers. Mid-range navigation for homing of the mobile systems is performed with acoustic devices, which are used on both mobile and stationary parts of setup. Close-range navigation and docking will likely require the precision of imaging systems.
In the scenario, all three systems are manually deployed. After successful deployment, the AUV downloads its first mission and detaches from the surface station, starting to explore the environment. If the batteries run low, it returns to the surface station in order to recharge and store its collected data. Successively, a map of the environment is created, and more directed (water) sampling and analyses can be triggered by the involved scientists through adaptation of the mission profiles, which are then downloaded to the AUV at the next docking interval.
How a future real-time monitoring, in situ science system could look is presented in the following scenario (Figure 8 ). The objective is to explore and monitor an area that is difficult to access with minimal intervention and external control. The proposed system would consist of three components: a platform at the seafloor (lander) with a sampling and analysis system, an AUV ensuring the exploration and transport and a station with surface access. The lander has a number of special requirements for integration into the system: besides the ability to sample and analyze, it also needs to be able to act as a docking station for a crawler system and the exploration AUV. For the latter purpose, a docking adapter is mounted on top, which enables the AUV to find the lander, dock with it and transfer data and energy. A variable-buoyancy engine completes the requirements: it needs to be dimensioned so it can render the lander neutrally buoyant for relocating the entire platform. After deployment, the lander starts sampling the current location, processing the material and "digitizing" its findings. It continues until either its battery runs low or all required information is gained. As soon as this happens, it starts signaling on a low-bandwidth acoustic channel (to either the AUV or the surface station). The AUV will respond and dock with the lander. It can now exchange information and decide what to do: transport the lander's findings to the surface station for further analysis by the involved scientists, re-charge the lander or move the lander, including the attached crawler system. Moving the lander involves triggering its variable buoyancy engine, making the lander neutrally buoyant. This way, it can easily be lifted by the AUV and transported to a new location. If a re-charge is necessary, the AUV transfers as much energy to the lander as possible while maintaining enough charge to return to the surface station. In this scenario, the only in situ human intervention is necessary in the initial deployment until maintenance, meaning that the exploration is carried out by robotic agents, which only need updated missions as input and which provide valuable scientific information as output.
To illustrate the versatility of this approach, two different surface stations are described, which both have their special application scenario, but integrate seamlessly into the system. The two scenarios are: under-ice and open water operations.
In the under-ice scenario, the aim is a survey of the continental shelf and the grounding line below the Antarctic ice shelf. The surface-station consists of a topside station, which stays on the ice and is connected to a power generator and a communication array. From this topside station, an ice-shuttle system is deployed, which can autonomously melt a hole into the ice. It is connected by cable with the topside station, which provides power and communication. After liquid water is reached, the ice-shuttle fixes itself in the ice-hole using an anchoring system. The melting-head is swiveled to the side, and an exploration AUV is pushed out of the ice-shuttle with a docking system. Finally, a set of navigation sensors is deployed from the ice-shuttle.
Technological Challenges
Many of the technology parts that are described in the scenario are already available as standalone systems. Self-reliant and autonomous ASV, like the WaveGlider, are commercially available. Surface crawlers are a tested and proven technology. Additionally, landers have been around for many years. Under-ice systems are in development and likely to become available soon.
The key technological challenges are in the interfacing and long-term reliability.
Interfacing includes both the electromechanical interfaces, which physically connect the devices, as well as the navigation and docking logic, that allows meeting the close constraints of physical docking. Interfaces need to provide a mechanical connection, data communication and power transfer.
Long-term reliability is something that is another key aspect of the proposed system. Especially in such complex systems, that run over a long time, this can be a very challenging problem. Space engineering provides well-proven templates for reliability engineering in robotics. Redundancy plays a vital role in improving the overall reliability figure. Proper fault handling is another aspect that has to be taken into consideration.
Conclusions
Modern research vessels are equipped with navigation systems that allow deployment of gear of all sizes and weight classes. Besides working with cables, autonomous gear can be deployed and retrieved from most research vessels. Operations that require the deployment via cables are logistically difficult, progressively time and cost intensive with increasing deployment depth. In the deep-sea, at abyssal or hadal depths, operations for obtaining macrobenthic samples (or samples with smaller size fractions) that allow biodiversity or community analyses still depend on trawl gear of similar design and deployment methodology to that used in the early days of deep-sea research. Therefore, we advocate strongly for investment into the development of modern research equipment for biological benthic sampling. A variety of technological advancements derived from robotics are today in place and could be used that do not necessitate a cable connection to the research vessel (cut the umbilical). We recommend the development of autonomous systems with high mobility for navigation, which would not only be able to map and photograph the seafloor, but also to take biogeochemical, biological and genetic samples simultaneously. Besides the time-saving aspect, the synoptic observation and sampling would increase comparability and standardization between missions and research cruises and would help to better explain patterns and processes, as well as ecosystem functioning, which are prerequisites for ecosystem services. It is anticipated that the investment into the development of such a modern autonomous deep-sea sampler would pay off after approximately ten expeditions with a large and modern research vessel.
